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Ref.: OSL1100

Ref.: OSL1102

Ref.: OSL1104

Ref.: OSL1106

Ref.: OSL1101

Ref.: OSL1103

Ref.: OSL1105

Ref.: OSL1107

SOFT ROUND ANTI-BEDSORE
CUSHION

SOFT SQUARE ANTI-BEDSORE
CUSHION WITH HOLE

SOFT HORSESHOE-SHAPED
ANTI-BEDSORE CUSHION

SOFT SQUARE ANTI-BEDSORE
CUSHION

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

anti-microbial
▍▍ Characteristics:

Anti-bedsore cushion with ergonomic design, filled with conjugated
siliconised hollow fibre, featuring straps for easy tying to wheelchairs
and seats. The top of the cushion is made from very soft, fluffy fabric
with Sanitized treatment.
No outer seams to prevent possible chafing.
It does not absorb moisture, keeping the skin always dry and
improving heat control..
▍▍ Effects:
▪▪Reduces friction and shearing forces.
▪▪Keeps the skin clean and dry, ensuring maximum comfort, hygiene
and breathability.
▪▪Controls moisture.
▪▪Promotes and facilitates patient rehabilitation.
▪▪Provides better preventative and therapeutic care.
▍▍ Indications:
▪▪Pressure sore prevention and treatment by distributing pressure over
bony prominences and other vulnerable/sensitive areas.
▪▪Help with postural changes.
▪▪People who spend long periods of time seated.
▪▪Postpartum pain relief and post-operative recovery in general.
MODELS WITH HOLE:
▪▪Haemorrhoids.
▪▪Fistulas and fissures in the anus.
▪▪Postpartum fistulas and other painful processes.
▪▪Post-operative recovery from diseases of the prostate or pelvic floor.
▪▪Pain relief in the sacrococcygeal, ischiatic, gluteal, perineal (anal
and/or urogenital) regions.
▍▍ Colour:
OSL1100 / OSL1102 / OSL1104 / OSL1106: White.
OSL1101 / OSL1103 / OSL1105 / OSL1107: Grey.
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siliconised hollow fibre

▍▍ Composition:
▪▪Fabrics:

>> Top fabric: 90% polyester, 10% acrylic with Sanitized treatment.
>> Bottom fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton.

▪▪Filling: 100% conjugated siliconised hollow polyester fibre.
▪▪Straps: 100% polyester.

SIZES
OSL1100 / OSL1101
ONE SIZE

SIZES
OSL1102 / OSL1103
ONE SIZE

◂44 cm▸

SIZES
OSL1104 / OSL1105
ONE SIZE

SIZES
OSL1106 / OSL1107
ONE SIZE
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